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Here’s everything you need to plan a storytime and thrilling
adventures in your bookstore, school, or library!

Discussion
Questions
Book Summary

In a clever take on the “night at the museum”
theme, a mouse with a genius for collecting
leads readers—and seek-and-find fans—on a
thrilling nocturnal adventure.
As the clock in the great museum tick-tocks
past midnight, a little mouse with a sack and
treasure map scurries past the guards. Plucky
and intrepid Dakota Crumb scours the museum
for artifacts, including the famous purple jewel
of Cairo (a gumdrop stashed in an exhibit). By
day, she shares her carefully curated finds with
fellow tiny creatures that flock to Miss Crumb’s
tiny Mousehole Museum.
Circle back after the story to pore over the
illustrations in search of more treasures in this
gently suspenseful tale that evokes a world of
wonders after dark!

PASTE PHOTO HERE

Dakota is searching for the famous Purple
Jewel of Egypt. Do you think it’s really a jewel?
If not, what could it be?
Name all of the treasures Dakota found in the
big museum. What objects in our classroom
might Dakota think of as treasures?
Dakota is a small mouse in a big city. What
do you think the city looks like from her eyes?
We learn that Dakota is small, “but small can
be brave.” Do you think that’s true? Why?
When have you felt brave?
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Shape Treasure Hunt
Hunt for treasures just like Dakota Crumb
does in the book! How many objects can you
find with these shapes? List or draw them
under their shapes below.
Square

Triangle

Circle

Rectangle
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MY MOUSEHOLE MUSEUM

Imagine you’re a mouse with your own mousehole museum.
What tiny treasures would you display? Draw them below.

A Mousehole Museum Diorama

What you’ll need: shoebox, paint, paintbrush, tiny treasures, glue (optional).
Display your own tiny treasures, such as a stamp, small toys, and other
miniature items, in a mousehole museum diorama! First, turn a shoebox on its
side. Then paint a background on the inside of the box and let it dry. Finally,
working from the back of the box to the front, position your mini objects to
create a room from your mousehole museum. Glue them in place if you’d like.

MY ART
GALLERY

CRAYON

MARKERS

Name

In Dakota Crumb: Tiny Treasure Hunter,
Dakota passes paintings of many faces,
and their eyes seem to follow her. Use
different art supplies to draw faces in
these fancy frames!

COLORED PENCILS

PENCIL
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INside or
OUtside treasure
Hunts!
Students can seek and learn on more treasure hunt adventures!
T Is for Treasure
A treasure hunt is a fun way to practice
the alphabet. Find or make your own
alphabet flash cards, with one letter
printed on each. Give each student one
or more cards. Then ask them to search
for an object that begins with the letter
on their card(s). (You might have to
place or hide some objects in advance.
For example, a ball for B.) Alternatively,
you can hold up each letter card, and
all of the students can look for the
objects together.

Colors of Nature
Take learning outdoors! Each child will
need an egg carton; construction paper
in red, green, yellow, orange, black, and
brown; and children’s scissors. First,
they’ll use the egg carton to create a
color sorter. Have them cut out one
circle from each piece of colored paper
and press each circle into a cup of the
egg carton. Lead a nature walk and ask
children to place leaves, grass, flowers,
and other natural treasures they spy
into the cup matching the object’s
color.

Sight Word Surprises
Turn learning sight words into a game!
Make clue cards with sight words that
match objects you'll place or hide in
your classroom or library. Then hold up
a card and ask your class to search for
the object. For less experienced
readers, you can read the word aloud
together first.
For more advanced readers, try sight
words that rhyme with the hidden
objects.

Tiny Treasure Hunt
This one is just like Dakota Crumb’s
treasure hunt, but with a twist! Copy
and cut out the tiny treasure hunt
checklists on the next page and give
one list to each student. Ask them to
gather their tiny treasures at home and
bring them to school. Then each child
will share their objects, using three
adjectives to describe each treasure.
What does a button feel like? What
does their tiny toy look like?
(Magnifying glasses are optional!)

TINy TREASURE HUNT CHECKLISTS
Here are some handy checklists to go with
the “Tiny Treasure Hunt” activity on the
previous page. Copy, cut out, and give a
checklist to each student. Ready, set, hunt!
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Can you find these
tiny treasures?

Can you find these
tiny treasures?

Can you find these
tiny treasures?

button
penny
small toy
tiny food (like a
grain of rice)
sticker or stamp
paper clip
something small
from nature (like
a blade of grass,
acorn, flower
petal, or pebble)
tiny drawing

button
penny
small toy
tiny food (like a
grain of rice)
sticker or stamp
paper clip
something small
from nature (like
a blade of grass,
acorn, flower
petal, or pebble)
tiny drawing

button
penny
small toy
tiny food (like a
grain of rice)
sticker or stamp
paper clip
something small
from nature (like
a blade of grass,
acorn, flower
petal, or pebble)
tiny drawing
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MAKE A
TREASURE
MAP

In the book, Dakota Crumb follows a
treasure map to find the Purple
Jewel of Egypt. Use the space below
to draw your own treasure map. You
can draw a map of your home,
classroom, or someplace outside.
For extra fun, hide a treasure and
ask a friend to find it using your
map.
X marks the spot!
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COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
The discussion questions and activities in this guide address the following Common Core standards
in Language Arts for Kindergarten through Grade 3.
Common Core State Reading Standards for Literature
RL.K.1–3, 7, 9–10; RL.1.1–3, 7, 10; RL.2.1, 3, 7; RL.3.1, 3–5
Common Core State Reading Standards for Foundational Skills
RF.K.1–6, 7; RF.1.1–4; RF.2.1–4; RF.3.1–4
Common Core State Writing Standards
W.K.2–3, 5, 8; W.1.1, 5; W.2.1
Common Core State Speaking and Listening Standards
SL.K.1–6; SL.1.1–6; SL.2.1–6; SL.3.1–6
Common Core State Language Standards
L.K.1–2, 4–6; L.1.1–2, 4–6; L.2.1–2, 4–6; L.3.1–2, 5, 6

